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To what extent has the ESC primarily unified countries seeking a Western identity? 

 

The Eurovision Song Contest (ESC) (1956-Present), produced by the European Broadcasting 

Union (EBU),1 is the world’s longest running annual TV Music Competition.2 The competition 

has grown from seven to a peak of 43 participating countries since 1956.3 The ESC states in its 

official guidelines that it is “a non-political event”, and that there are measures in place to 

ensure “that the ESC in no case shall be politicised.” 4 Nevertheless, the geopolitical conflicts 

that have surrounded the ESC over the years have caused it to become a vehicle for promoting 

Western European cultural and political identities. This was evident during the Cold War, when 

there was a clear division between the Communist East and non-Communist West, and after 

the Cold War as ex-Communist countries integrated with the West. Thus, the ESC has 

primarily served to unify countries seeking a Western identity.  

 

Eurovision’s promotion of a Western identity is a result of its foundation during the early Cold 

War period. Following the end of World War 2 there were significant tensions between the 

East and West,5 as warring ideologies, new alliances, and the nuclear arms race invoked fear 

of war amongst Europeans.6 Politicians pleaded for measures to unite Europe, such as British 

Prime Minister Winston Churchill’s appeal for “a kind of United States of Europe” 7  in 1946, 

which led to the establishment of organisations that intended to ‘unify Europe’. These included 

the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, in 1949, the European Coal and Steel Community 

(ECSC), in 1952,8 and the EBU, in 1950.9 Notably, no Eastern Bloc nation was included in 

these organisations,10,11,12 suggesting that the Western definition of unity was instead about 

containing communism rather than promoting peace and unity.  

 

 

 
1 “Our History.” EBU, date accessed July 18, 2022. https://www.ebu.ch/about/history 
2 “Facts and Figures.” Eurovision, date accessed July 17, 2022. https://eurovision.tv/about/facts-and-figures/  
3 “Facts and Figures.” 
4 “Rules of the Contest”, Eurovision, date accessed July 17, 2022. https://eurovision.tv/about/rules  
5 Kristen D Burton. “Cold Conflict.” Date accessed July 17, 2022.   

https://www.nationalww2museum.org/war/articles/cold-conflict  
6 Burton,“Cold Conflict.” 
7 Chris West. Eurovision! A History of Modern Europe Through the World’s Greatest Song Contest. (London: Melville 

House, 2017,) 9 
8 West, Eurovision!, 10 
9 “Our History.”  
10 Haglund, David G. “North Atlantic Treaty Organisation.” Date modified July 5, 2022.  

https://www.britannica.com/topic/North-Atlantic-Treaty-Organization 
11 “European Coal and Steel Community.” Britannica, date modified March 15, 2016.  

https://www.britannica.com/topic/European-Coal-and-Steel-Community 
12 “Broadcasting.” Britannica, date modified August 1, 2022. https://www.britannica.com/technology/broadcasting  

https://www.ebu.ch/about/history
https://eurovision.tv/about/facts-and-figures/
https://eurovision.tv/about/rules
https://www.nationalww2museum.org/war/articles/cold-conflict
https://www.britannica.com/topic/European-Coal-and-Steel-Community
https://www.britannica.com/technology/broadcasting


 

 

 

 

Specifically, Eurovision was a consequence of the ECSC and the EBU. The ECSC took 

primary control of coal and steel production in Western Europe.13 The eventual Eurovision co-

founder, Jean Monnet, was its president.14 The group’s goal, according to first secretary Walter 

Hallestein, was to ensure that it was never “again…possible for war to separate” France and 

Germany,15 by strengthening relations between Western European states like France and West 

Germany.16 In addition to economic ties, the EBU was established in 1950 to unify Western 

European states culturally.17 Most Eastern European countries were left out of the EBU 

negotiations, 18 partly due to the Iron Curtain, which banned travel and telecommunication 

between Eastern and Western Europe.19  

 

Following the creation of the EBU, in January 1955, Marçel Bezençon proposed the concept 

of the ESC.20 Commencing on May 24, 1956 in Switzerland,  Swiss artist Lys Assia was the 

 
13 “European Coal and Steel Community.”  
14 West, Eurovision!, 10 
15 Ben Wellings and Julie Kalman “Entangled Histories: Identity, Eurovision and European Integration.” In Eurovisions: 

Identity and the International Politics of the Eurovision Song Contest since 1956, edited by Julie Kalman, Ben Wellings and 

Keshia Jacotine, (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2019), 4 
16 “European Coal and Steel Community.” 
17 “Our History.” 
18  Dean Vuletic, Postwar Europe and the Eurovision Song Contest. (New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2017), 24 
19 “Iron Curtain.” Britannica, date modified January 27, 2020. https://www.britannica.com/event/Iron-Curtain/additional-

info#history  
20 “Our History.” 

Figure 1: Countries that are a part of NATO in 1949 (purple are NATO 

countries). Source: Encyclopedia Britannica 

 
Figure 2: Founding members of the ECSC. Source: Wikipedia.  

 

https://www.britannica.com/event/Iron-Curtain/additional-info#history
https://www.britannica.com/event/Iron-Curtain/additional-info#history


inaugural winner.21 The seven countries that competed were all members of the ECSC,22 but it 

expanded to include non-members like Austria and the UK in the following year.23 This reveals 

that the ESC was the by-product of broader geopolitical developments in Western Europe, as 

the ESC became a force for unifying primarily Western identifying countries. 

 

Ongoing cultural and social divisions between Eastern and Western Europe resulted in the 

absence of the majority of Eastern Europe from the ESC from 1960-1990. Behind the glamour 

and sparkles of the ESC lay an ideological battle between the East and West. The Eastern Bloc 

had established an identity separate from that of Western Europe, censoring Western culture to 

prevent opposing ideologies from spreading into the East.24 Moreover, competition rules 

precluded many Eastern countries from joining. With the East’s telecommunication 

headquarters being based in Czechoslovakia, whose telecommunication infrastructure was 

weakened as a result of WW2,25 the East didn’t have the technological capability to broadcast 

events from the West. Participating countries also had to lie within the European Broadcasting 

Area (EBA). The International Telegraph Union’s 1932 definition of the EBA only included 

the Western parts of the USSR, hence much of the USSR was excluded from participating.26 

ThiS suggests that the West did not recognise the Eastern Bloc as either geographically or 

culturally European. In response to restrictions on participation, Polish musician Wladyslaw 

Szpilman and a few others established the parallel Intervision Song Contest (ISC) in 1961.27 

Its purpose was to “challenge Eurovision” by proving to Westerners that “anything you can 

sing, we can sing better,” according to Maria Szablowska.28 The ISC’s rules were similar to 

that of the ESC, with primarily Eastern countries competing.29 

 

Ultimately only two Eastern countries competed in Eurovision throughout the Cold War 

perood: Finland and Yugoslavia, which joined in 1961.30 Neither were part of the communist 

Eastern Bloc, with Finland adopting a position of neutrality.31 Yugoslavia left the Eastern Bloc 

 
21 Eurovision. “Eurovision Archives.” Date accessed July 18, 2022. https://eurovision.tv/history?search=&page=0  
22 West, Eurovision!, 15 
23 West, Eurovision!, 17 
24 Vuletic, Postwar Europe, 93 

25 Vuletic, Postwar Europe, 95 
26 Vuletic,Postwar Europe,21 
27 Steve Rosenburg. “The Cold War rival to Eurovision.” Date modified May 14, 2012. 

https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-18006446 
28 Rosenburg. “The Cold War rival” 
29 Rosenburg. “The Cold War rival” 
30“Eurovision Archives.”  
31 Jörgen Weibull, et.al “Finland“. Date modified July 12, 2022. https://www.britannica.com/place/Finland  

https://eurovision.tv/history?search=&page=0
https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-18006446
https://www.britannica.com/place/Finland


in 1948,32 and though they were a Communist country, they were more accepting of  the 

Western identity, having much more liberal policies.33 Yugoslavia was also a founding member 

of the EBU.34 Despite this, Yugoslavia often performed poorly, receiving no points in 1964,35 

and generally being placed in the bottom half of the scoreboard.36 As a  result Yugoslavia 

withdrew from the competition between 1977 and 1980.37 Dean Vuletic argues that 

Yugoslavia’s “communist system…exacerbated by its geographical peripherality” resulted in 

Yugoslavia struggling to be accepted by Western Europe, which triggered these poor ESC 

outcomes.38 This implies that Yugoslavia struggled to assimilate with Western Europe’s 

perception of a European identity. It also reveals how “politics and national acts often went 

hand in hand” at the ESC “as they were a reflection of…commentary on political 

developments” in Europe, says Nina Markhovic Khaze.39 Finland also struggled to succeed in 

the ESC, having placed last 3 times during the 1960s,40 and generally ranking in the bottom 

half of the leader board at contests.41 Hence the absence of Eastern Europe from the ESC 

throughout the Cold War and the poor results from participating non-Western countries 

highlights how the Eastern European identity had not been accepted by Western Europe, which 

resulted in these countries being restricted from entering the ‘European’ mainstream. 

 

Following the end of the Cold War, Eastern European countries began to join the ESC as they 

sought European integration, highlighting how the ESC was evolving to become more inclusive 

of the East. As the Cold War ended in 1991,42 and the Yugoslav wars began in the same year,43 

as well as the political moments that led to these events, Eurovision began to be flooded with 

‘apolitical’ messages of love, peace and unity, with these messages being directed towards the 

unity of both Eastern and Western Europe. Italy’s 1990 win in Yugoslavia with Toto Cutugno’s 

‘Insieme-1992’ (Together-1992)’ exemplifies this. The song explicitly refers to the European 

Single Market,44 which would help members of the European Economic Community (EEC) 

 
32 John R Lampe and John B Allcock. “Yugoslavia”. Date modified November 5, 2020.  

https://www.britannica.com/place/Yugoslavia-former-federated-nation-1929-2003#ref228362 
33 Vuletic, Postwar Europe, 113 
34 Vuletic, Postwar Europe, 112  
35 “Eurovision Archives.” 
36  “Eurovision Archives.” 
37  Nina Markovic Khaze. “Negotiating Post-war Nationhood: Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina and the Eurovision Song 

Contest.” In Eurovisions: Identity and the International Politics of the Eurovision Song Contest since 1956, edited by Julie 

Kalman, Ben Wellings and Keshia Jacotine (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2019), 98 
38 Vuletic, Postwar Europe, 114 
39 Markovic Khaze, Negotiating Post-war Nationhood, 98 
40 “Eurovision Archives.” 
41 “Eurovision Archives.” 
42  Britannica. “Cold War”. Date modified March 1, 2021. https://www.britannica.com/event/Cold-War 
43 Lampe and Allcock. “Yugoslavia”.  
44 Wellings and Kalman, Entangled Histories, 11 

https://www.britannica.com/place/Yugoslavia-former-federated-nation-1929-2003#ref228362
https://www.britannica.com/event/Cold-War


(later apart of the European Union (EU)) freely trade with one another.45,46 ‘Insieme-1992’ had 

messages of unity dispersed throughout, with lyrics such as ‘Together, unite, unite Europe.” 47 

Its win highlights that Western Europe (plus Yugoslavia and Finland) were becoming 

increasingly supportive of a united Western and Eastern Europe.  

 

Efforts to unify East and West were also evident in the ESC’s expansion from 1991 onward, 

following the fall of communism.48 In 1992, the Maastricht Treaty was signed by both 

Western and Eastern European countries, with this treaty eventually creating the EU. 49 With 

its origins in the formerly Western European ECSC and the EEC, the EU aimed to unify both 

sides of Europe politically and economically.50 While not all Eastern countries were involved 

in this agreement, the participation of some former Eastern Bloc countries suggests that the 

East were seeking to unify with the West. As the East and West became increasingly unified 

and Western organisations started expanding into Eastern Europe, there was also influx of 

Eastern countries attempting to join Eurovision. This was partly due to Eastern Europe being 

now allowed to join the EBU, a criterion for participating in the ESC.51  Moreover, the EBA 

had been expanded into Transcaucasian States, allowing countries such as Armenia and 

Azerbaijan to compete.52 However, the Eastern countries also intended to use the socio-

cultural platform to “affirm their international recognition and fashion their post-communist 

national identities in the eyes of hundreds of millions of Europeans” and re-integrate with 

Western European society.53 The president of Croatia, Franjo Tudjman, felt that the ESC was 

important for the nation’s cultural diplomacy, specifically its “Europeanist aspirations.”54 

Consequently, every state that had formerly been a part of Yugoslavia that had joined the EU 

participated in the ESC by 2007, 55 while other former Eastern Bloc countries (i.e. Russia) 

joined in the 1990s.56   

 
45 Barry Eichengreen. “European Economic Community.” Date accessed August 12, 2022. 

https://www.econlib.org/library/Enc/EuropeanEconomicCommunity.html  
46 “What is the EU single market?” April 7 2021. European Parliament, Video: 0:59 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOUig3vE1JU 
47 Wellings and Kalman, Entangled Histories, 11 
48 Matthew J. Gabel, “European Union.” Date modified June 17, 2022.  

https://www.britannica.com/topic/European-Union  
49 Gabel, “European Union.”  
50 Gabel, “European Union.” 
51 “Rules of the Contest”. 
52 Vuletic, Postwar Europe, 135 
53 Vuletic, Postwar Europe, 126 
54 Vuletic, Postwar Europe, 142-143 
55  Vuletic ,Postwar Europe, 126 
56 West, Eurovision! 173, 177 

https://www.econlib.org/library/Enc/EuropeanEconomicCommunity.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOUig3vE1JU
https://www.britannica.com/topic/European-Union


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 2000s marked the rising success of Eastern countries at ESC, with Latvia winning the 

competition in 2002, Ukraine in 2004, Finland in 2006, Serbia in 2007 and Russia in 2008.57 

Some of these countries took these successes in their stride, perceiving it as a sign that Eastern 

Europe was integrating with the Western European identity. When Serbia won in their debut 

year as an independent country in 2007, it was seen as a hopeful sign of Serbia being re-

integrated into the European mainstream, with winner Maria Šerifović saying that the win “is 

a European vote for a European Serbia.”58 Hence the end of the Cold War resulted in the ESC 

being refashioned to mirror the unification of Europe on a cultural platform and affirm the 

Western identities of former Eastern Bloc countries.  

Despite the ESC becoming more welcoming of the East, the debate over the Western versus 

Eastern European identity remained prominent. The debate over the views and values of 

Eastern and Western countries was particularly in the spotlight in 2014, following the win of 

Austria’s Conchita Wurst. 59 Wurst, the alter-ego of Tom Neuwirth,  has since become an iconic 

symbol of representation in the LGBTQIA+ community.60 However, despite her mammoth 

 
57 “Eurovision Archives.” 
58 West, Eurovision!, 242 
59 Eurovision. “Eurovision Archives.” 
60 “Eurovision 2014: Austria’s ‘bearded lady’ Conchita Wurst lauded at home, condemned in Russia.” ABC, last modified 

May 12, 2014. https://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-05-12/eurovision-austria-conchita-wurst-bearded-lady-russia-

condemn/5445338?nw=0&r=Gallery 

Figure 3: Regions in the current European Broadcasting 

Area (EBA). Source: Wikipedia.  
Figure 4: Map of EU (also all members of 

the European Single Market). Source: 

Britannica 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-05-12/eurovision-austria-conchita-wurst-bearded-lady-russia-condemn/5445338?nw=0&r=Gallery
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-05-12/eurovision-austria-conchita-wurst-bearded-lady-russia-condemn/5445338?nw=0&r=Gallery


win, it was predominately liberal Western countries which gave higher points (i.e. UK, 

Sweden).61 More Eastern countries such as Russia and Poland, generally gave less points to 

Austria,62 and hence the 2014 ESC “results revealed a cultural split” that remained between the 

two sides of Europe, according to Chris West.63 In Russia, Wurst’s win sparked a furore 

amongst anti-gay political figures, with then Prime Minister Dmitry Rogozin tweeting that the 

win “showed supporters of European integration their European future: a bearded girl".64 This 

demonstrated how years after the Cold War’s end, ideological differences between the East 

and West were continuing to inhibit the peaceful integration of Eastern and Western Europe.  

 

Furthermore, the ESC ultimately reverted to its pro-Western identity following Russia’s war 

on Ukraine this year. The ESC banned Russia, which invaded Ukraine following Ukraine’s 

intentions to align themselves with the West.65 The 2022 ESC was inundated with messages 

expressing support for Ukraine, who still competed with the song ‘Stefania’ by Kalush 

Orchestra.66 Estonia used blue and yellow lighting, the colours of the Ukrainian flag, 

throughout their performance, and the participants from Germany and Iceland stuck Ukrainian 

flags onto their instruments.67,68 Ukraine ultimately won with a record 631 points.69,70 This 

suggests that Western-identifying countries support Ukraine’s desire to seek a Western 

identity. However, the ESC’s Western affiliation shone through most when the ESC did not 

penalise Kalush Orchestra for making political statements in the winners’ speech, which 

typically results in a penalty.71 Band member Oleh Psuik called for the audience to “please help 

Ukraine, Mariupol, help us,”72 the city besieged by Russia at the time.73 

 
61 West, Eurovision!, 284 
62 Eurovision. “Eurovision Archives.” 
63 West, Eurovision!, 284 
64 “Eurovision 2014: Austria’s ‘bearded lady’ Conchita Wurst “ 
65 Jalan Bars. “Why did Russia invade Ukraine? FAQs about the conflict that has shocked the world.” Date modified 

February 27, 2022 https://theconversation.com/why-did-russia-invade-ukraine-faqs-about-the-conflict-that-has-shocked-the-

world-177963  
66 “Eurovision Song Contest 2022- Grand Final – Full Show – Live Stream – Turin.” Eurovision, Livestream, May 15, 2022. 

Video: 4:11:20 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhyLh5sGRRI 
67 “Eurovision Song Contest 2022- Grand Final – Full Show – Live Stream – Turin.” 
68 Jess Carniel. “Ukraine’s Eurovision win shows us that despite arguments to the contrary, the contest has always been 

political.” Date modified May 16, 2022. https://theconversation.com/ukraines-eurovision-win-shows-us-that-despite-

arguments-to-the-contrary-the-contest-has-always-been-political-182767 
69 “Ukraine’s Kalush Orchestra wins Eurovision Song Contest 2022!” Eurovision, date modified May 15, 2022”. 

https://eurovision.tv/story/congratulations-Ukraine-Kalush-Orchestra-win-eurovision-2022 
70 “Eurovision Song Contest 2022- Grand Final.” 
71 Michael Idato, “Ukraine wins after ‘irregular voting patterns’ delay count.” Date modified May 15, 2022. 

https://www.theage.com.au/culture/music/ukraine-wins-eurovision-after-irregular-voting-patterns-delay-count-20220513-

p5al93.html  
72 “Eurovision Song Contest 2022- Grand Final.” 
73 “Ukraine’s Kalush Orchestra wins!” 
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Although efforts had been made to make Eurovision as inclusive as possible, the ESC is 

ultimately a competition with a bias towards the Western European identity. Established as a 

by-product of the EBU, the ESC later became an avenue which united Western Europe and due 

to differing cultural and political ideologies often excluded Eastern Europe. This changed, 

however, following the end of the Cold War and the beginning of a social movement towards 

creating a unified Europe, resulting in an influx of Eastern countries entering the ESC, with 

promising outcomes. However, fast forward to 2022 and Eurovision’s approach to the war 

between Russia and Ukraine ultimately confirmed that the ESC’s views and values are firmly 

aligned with the West. Hence, it can be concluded that over the course of its history, the ESC 

has primarily been a force of unity for countries seeking or desiring a Western identity.  
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